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youtu.be/QIH3Ue... Page 2youtu.be/QIH3Ue... I've been dating Android since Samsung dropped the Epic 4G in 2010. Never had a problem, but this move to Apple began as far back as the Nexus 5X and then Pixel XL. Was the first Android I had updated with day one and a clean BE user interface bloated without a wearer. Suddenly, I had a different expectation than my phone, something Apple users have
enjoyed for a long time. Anyway, my 2.5 year old Pixel XL is/was still a great phone, but the battery no longer had what it needed, and Android is not the best at managing RAM and good, 3gb on Android began to show its age. Went to Verizon today and after the issues I read from the Pixel 3, there was really only one choice: iPhone XS Max 5 hours in and it's damn amazing. Fight to learn all the gestures,
navigation and customization, but I really enjoy this phone. Never thought I'd get an iPhone. Page 2Posted byu/[deleted]1 year before comments Hello everyone, I'm so happy to be back with an iPhone. After a short stay on Android, I'm so glad to make a return. I know these reasons are constantly being discussed, but I'm just showing my appreciation for what Apple brings: Smooth togetherness between
hardware and software means better performance. They fix problems more often than my former phone because I don't have carrier bureaucracy and Apple controls their process. FaceID is so much more reliable than in-display fingerprint sensors so far. It also works with more apps. I missed the ecosystem so much, especially with the Apple Watch and MacBook integration. FaceTime and iMessage are
huge, especially since many of my friends/family use both. Apple has a keen eye for additional details, such as providing warranty information on your phone. Tap The Activation only works with a single tap instead of a double tap.iCloud saves everything so seamlessly. Samsung's cloud service gave me more errors when storing text in its service. Customer service is so much better than Samsung.
Samsung told me to reorder a product instead of replacing it within the return window. Apple haptics are really fantastic too. Nothing like having it again. The phone is intuitive, especially with features like 3D Touch/Haptic Touch (iPhone XR) for the keyboard. Google is updating its own apps to iOS faster, which helps with my built-in services. Handoff is so awesome, especially when your calls and texts can
be answered on a Mac or Apple Watch. I'm so excited for iOS 13 and really appreciate with a big phone that works. The S10 wasn't for me and made me realize it's right for others, but the XS is the right one Me. Page 2Posted byu/[deleted]1 year ago 36 comments androidauthority.com/apple-...Page 2androidauthority.com/apple-... The apps on the iPhone seem to have a little more polish - Whatsapp and
Instagram seem like 2nd class citizens on Android.The curation of the Apple store is far better than Google'sThere are certainly more open apps on Android (emulators, customization apps), but there are big big early releases on iOS, and some very solid exclusive apps (Bear, Things 3, Narwhal, Apollo, Forecast Bar etc)I liked that I could install apps in large quantities on Android (save time with a clean
installation)I could install from my Broweser with Andriod (great if I didn't have my phone with me)Sidenote: my favorite weather app on Android - Timeline Weather - was pulled from the Dev, since it wasn't profitable. Page loading copied apps don't help the Android ecosystem. Things just connect happily on iOS - I didn't even have to go to the settings to reconnect headphones (or the car radio) even after
they've connected to other devices. My Android device was a small hit and miss (but it always worked eventually - so it wasn't a big problem).iOS12 'bundled' notifications are an improvement over the old 'notification tide' and 3D touch for fast, rich data notifications and responses is very nice. Android notifications are far superior - cleaner, easier to handle, and always sit there, waiting to be treated. I miss
you. Apple's control panel is very simple and sparse, but does most of what I do a control panel (and 3D touch further improves things). I liked Android's way of pressing a control panel widget for a long time to jump directly to its settings - and be able to customize it in an order I liked. This isnot really fair as there is no equivalent on iOS, but Nova made Android for me - the smooth editing of layout and
gestures on folders and screen where amazing. I now have a huge screen on my phone, but I have to suffer these little boxes, all lined up, and ugly folders. I freaking LOVE Nova.3D Touch gives me a lot of what Nova did (quickly to get Bluetooth with a hard pressure on the settings; jump to current contacts in messages etc). Pop-n-Peek in apps is also nice - but I don't really know why you can't just press
for the same results for a long time. Most Android users who want to customize automation will use Tasker (personally, I love 'MacDroid'). However, Siri Shortcuts really gives some power to automate the phone, and mixing it into an app like Launch Centre Pro (or even just with the standard widgets) is really useful. Just 2 weeks of using keyboard shortcuts and r/shortcuts already does some wild coding.
Being able to place widgets anywhere on Android was nice (calendar, to-do lists, weather, etc.) and it's definitely better than iOs' swipe them left for a stack of widget stuff.' Some of the iOS widgets are pretty good, especially able to power battery power from connected (ideal for headphones). Both operating systems now have so many options, it's a nightmare to find anything. However, the search works
equally well on both. Apple's layout is a little easier to deepen - but there are fewer options as Android lets you immerse yourself in the geeky parts of the operating system. The new FaceID is pretty instantaneous - pull the phone out, flick up and your ready. There were a few times when the phone on a and I would have liked to have only used my finger, but the fractions of a second it takes to move my
head into the area of FaceID will not kill me. An Adventto to FaceID is with notifications. When they show up on the phone, they will only tell you the app type and tell you notification - but as soon as you look at the phone, the noficiation displays their information. This is ideal for 2-step verification texts as they don't suddenly appear on your phone without the owner looking at it. Face ID with a password app
is amazing - just go to a website, click on password and look at the phone! Personally, I would have all on WhatsApp, for universal broadcast messages, but iMessage is incredibly good. iPhone-to-iPhone offers a wealth of options and fun features (although the amusment of Animoji wear thin very quickly). The ability to share a Spotify track, map location or even the weather for the place you are is
fantastic. However, Pulse had to send a delay on Android that I really loved, and it worked perfectly in a browser on a computer (Textra was also great).iOS does this really well - screen space is not occupied with psudo buttons, and the gestures are fluid and simple - they were actually fun to use. I thought I would miss the back button, but every app I use seems to have accepted the right-wing option to go
back, and after a few days my thumb stopped to travel to the bottom of the phone to look for a button that wasn't there. I miss being able to program buttons to do what I want, but as gestures become the new norm, this feature won't be around for long. I have noticed that with the Accessibility section on iPhone, there are some additional shortcuts that I can throw into the mix (fast to notifications, Control
Centre, screenshots or mute). Settings &gt; General &gt; Accessibility &gt; AssistiveTouchGoogle Assistant wins. Without question. But luckily it exists as a widget on iOS, so it's just a swipe away (I love Google Assistant). Having both on the phone is actually pretty great - I'm now using them for very different things with Siri shortcuts. My 2-year-old Android just got the Nougat update just as Pie came
out.iOS12... Installed within minutes of release.-My 2 year old Android battery decided that it was time to swell to double its normal size. Best Twitter App: Tweetbot (iOS) / Talon (Android)Best Reddit App: Apollo (or Narwal) (iOS) / Sync (Android)Best Email: Gmail (iOS/Android)Best Reminder App: Due (iOS) - I haven't found an app that gnaws you yet as well as this one With 2 Apple Stores near me, and
the from Apple Care means that I can fix any problem quite firmly. My Android required to be sent away and using a crappy borrower phone for the interim. Page 2 73 Comments I am an Android fanboy for the most part. I've always owned an Android phone (since droid 1). The device I switched from was a Pixel 2 XL, so most of my comparisons will be against it. I decided to give Iphone a try as I personally
(I haven't changed because I don't like Android, I still love Android, but wanted to try something different). I have a similar post on r/Apple, and wanted to share my thoughts here too (a little more detailed as I have more time to play)Here are some thoughts:The Good:Apps: App optimization on iOS is fantastic. The apps feel smoother and have a much more consistent design language. Menu locations and
navigation make sense, and everything reflects the operating system as a whole. This was definitely the biggest plus movement of Android. Hardware: This phone feels like a thousand dollars. The booklet, the feeling in the hand, the steel feels amazing when it holds it. The display is fantastic. Up there (if not better) than the Samsung counterparts. Speakers are also loud and fantastic (although the Pixel
2xl is also pretty good). EDIT: Jesus fuck people, I know that these phones have the Samsung panel (although for the XS they announced they will be some of their stock of LG), but their calibrations are certainly different. Personally, I am happier with the iphone XS display than with the galaxy s9. I haven't seen the Note 9 in person, so I can't comment on it. Gestures: I'm still getting used to them, but
gestures are great on iOS so far. Everything feels fast and smooth, and many of them are common sense. I tried the Android gestures on my pixel and it just didn't feel nearly as natural. The Meh:FaceID: I honestly don't get it. People keep telling me it's fast and as convenient as a fingerprint sensor, but for me they're just wrong. After they've used it for a few days (reset it in one place), it's just not as fast as
I want it to be. I'm not an average person, so the fractions of a second I have to wait for to work faceid frustrates the hell out of me, especially since on my pixel I would unlock the phone as I pulled it out of my pocket, so it was ready to be looked at. Also Faceid in the dark (especially if I want to wake up and check my notifications) is super hit or miss for me. Camera: Okay, let me start by saying that I am
NOT a cameraman. I don't know what makes a camera good, other than my own opinion of how an image comes out. By that said, the camera on this phone is great. Probably one of the best, but for me it's behind my Pixel 2 XL (which I think is still the best smartphone camera). The pictures feel a bit more washed out and the detail isn't there like on my 2 XL (although the 2 XL sometimes oversaturates
and makes things a bit more colorful than they actually are). THe camera is excellent for what it is, but I expected more the year separation between it and the Pixel 2. I will say though that portrait mode is great on this and definitely better than the pixel (although tbh I hardly use portrait, so it doesn't make much difference to me)The bathroom:notifications: Notifications on Apple have certainly gotten better,
but they still don't come close to Android Imo. Android is built around notifications so I can On it hard, so apple is a step under Android, when it comes to it is a bit of a hard pill for me to swallow. I like the little information I can see from the notification when I tap on my phone (vs of the level of detail that Android offers depending on the app). I also miss being able to wipe notifications (I don't like to press a
button personally/wipe twice). Back button: I never thought I would miss the Android back button. It's inconsistent across apps and sometimes doesn't work the way you want it to. Again, it's still much easier and more intuitive than swiping back to ios (or press the top left back button). THe swipe sometimes takes 2 or 3 times to get right, and the upper left back button is just way too far away to use
consistently. Volume: I learned that the system volume on the iPhone IS ALSO the volume for the alarm. I was used to separate volume on Android (media, phone, alarm, ring). I HOLD alarm at the highest volume while I mess with the others according to my taste depending on the situation. I missed my alarm the first 2 morning I had the iphone, and even now I can't adjust the settings to my liking like I did
on Android. EDIT: I decided to remove this is a negative one because a ton of people have responded with tips on how to bypass this. I went ahead and tried it and it gave me the desired effect. I still prefer the Android customization to volume, but since this solution gave me what I wanted I thought I should remove it from negative. No fingerprint sensor: EVen, if Faceid was perfect, I would still miss the
fingerprint sensor. Swiping down for notifications, the fact that the fingerprint sensor OPENS the phone rather than just unlocked it's features thoroughly missed. Overall, I miss Android. Other then app optimization/design on iOS, I think Android is superior in every way. The only reason I wanted to switch is because I really enjoy it the apple ecosystem (I have a Macbook and an ipad pro and probably plan
to get a series 4 o'clock if I stay with the iphone). I'll give it another week before I fully decide if I want to keep it, but so far I'm not super impressed. Even though I have already said this, it must be said again, the Pixel 2 XL camera is damn God animal. Page 2 2
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